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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

The Worm:
A Narrative Album

by

Robert Janusz Pierzak

Doctor of Philosophy in Music

University of California, San Diego, 2015

Professor Katharina Rosenberger, Chair

The Worm is a studio recording project for overdubbed vocals, saxophones, 

synths, and bass guitar. It features six tracks unified by a narrative about two main 

characters who go on a trek to save the giant worm. Skyla encounters Grogan who has 

just recently committed suicide, and Grogan convinces Skyla to join him on a journey 

to save the giant dying worm in order to prevent the portal to the parallel Butter World

from collapsing. 

x



Though there are numerous musical styles (both popular and experimental) 

which the tracks on The Worm draw from, they are there to act as vehicles to convey 

the absurdity (both comical and dark) of the episodic trek of the two characters. This 

dissertation focuses on the compositional and production process through the lens of 

different literary themes. Themes such as suicide and displaced identity (magnified by 

the untenable premise of the parallel Butter World), nostalgia and grief, and surrealism

and absurdity are explored as the two main characters face their adventures, challenges

and moral conundrums.

xi



Introduction and the Narrative

The Worm is a concept album which tries to communicate a narrative through

six tracks. The concept is a musical / lyrical exploration of an episodic adventure

depicting a trek. The narrative has two main characters – Skyla (who is a man in his

late twenties grieving the recent suicide of his best friend) and Grogan (Skyla's

recently deceased friend). The fantastical premise is that the already-dead Grogan

convinces Skyla to join him on a surreal quest to save the giant worm from dying and

therefore collapsing the portal to the parallel Butter World (where any constructive

action results in a destructive one there, and vice versa). 

“The Dock”

Skyla runs into Grogan on a dock unexpectedly and is taken aback given that

Skyla has recently attended Grogan's funeral. After some expression of shock from the

former and sheepish behavior from the latter, Grogan reveals that his suicide is part of

a larger plan to save the giant worm from dying. If the worm were to die, Grogan

argues, the portal to the parallel butter world would forever collapse along with the

worm.  Grogan eventually convinces Skyla to come join him on this adventure to seek

out the worm and to save it.  

“The Toast”

Skyla and Grogan chance upon a contortionist who transforms into a helicopter

and flies them into a volcano where supposedly they are one step closer in finding the

worm. Inside the volcano they find a few men holding wine glasses who involuntarily
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toast one another. Though the toasters are unaware of it, Grogan and Skyla deduce that

they can't help but toast because of their radioactivity. As an impending volcanic

eruption looms, Grogan and Skyla determine how best to proceed in order to surmount

this challenge. They weigh options, knowing if they save the toasters in their world,

they will help destroy them in the Butter World. Grogan discovers that hope is the

antidote to their radioactivity and suggests distracting the toasters form imminent

death by inspiring hope through dance, so that they die free from toasting.

Theoretically, in the Butter World they help the toasters survive from the lava, but the

toasters remain radioactive.

“The Eye”

The next leg of their journey brings them to a river-shore where they encounter

a multitude of flying eyeballs with butterfly wings (butter-eyes). They then watch as a

series of trees turns into men with black eyeballs. The tree-men plead for Grogan and

Skyla to destroy the butter-eyes (who hold the tree-men as slaves but simultaneously

give them life). If the butter-eyes were to be destroyed, the tree-men would be freed

but immediately suffer an almost eternal death. Grogan and Skyla decide to blind the

butter-eyes with magic mirrors as the tree-men start to scream in agony.

“The Egg”

Skyla and Grogan enter the lair of the Eggman, where he proceeds to hypnotize

them, tie their heads together with rope, and start them continuously spinning around

each other. This place acts as a kind of purgatory for the two characters before they are

allowed to continue on their journey. In the vast space, they notice millions of other
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pairs of 'searchers' also tied together and spinning around one another. Some of the

action takes place in the Butter World which highlights some differences between the

characters and their situation, but also some commonalities – namely, the Butter World

Grogan has also killed himself and that he and Butter World Skyla are also on a trek to

find the worm.

“The Shadow”

The song splits its time between the present action (Skyla and Grogan must

construct a hill behind a lit scrim where their silhouettes are watched by a porcupine.

The porcupine then watches as a third silhouette stabs Grogan's shadow, even though

behind the scrim, they fail to notice anyone at all and continue building the hill) and a

recounted memory (Skyla and Grogan seek to get 'tuxedoed,' but have to look up the

definition of the word since they are not sure what it means. Skyla looks up the wrong

word (tuxedo-deviled) and incorrectly calls Satan. They find themselves at a dinner

party in hell where a rude man falls asleep at the table, and the centerpiece (which

holds a honeymelon) falls through the table into a lair of monks who ritualistically

slice the melon and watch as the pieces rise up and transform into heads of gods).

“The Worm”

They finally come to the worm as they see their parallel selves from the Butter

World also arrive. They are shocked to learn that the worm wants to die, and that their

existence and the existence of the parallel world has potentially been constructed from

the mind of the worm.
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Before launching into three themes that play out during the album, I would like

to provide a brief history of how the project came into existence (Part 1), contextualize

the work (Part 2), and then discuss how conveying a narrative can influence

compositional choices (Part 3). The three themes present in The Worm I will discuss

are identity (Part 4), nostalgia (Part 5), and surrealism (Part 6). I will conclude

discussing the eventual release of this project and some thoughts about the

composition of a studio recording project.



Composing The Worm

Part 1: History of the Project

The impetus for this project was brought on by the suicide of my best friend,

Chef, back in late August of 2012. He and I had collaborated on many projects

together (short stories, theater works, screenplays, and a movie) through which we

developed a similar sensibility for absurdity. I knew I wanted this project to act as a

memorial for him, and simultaneously to act as a continuing exploration of my

artistic/musical sensibilities and interests I had cultivated prior to and since his death.

Originally, the central image for a project I had was of myself and Chef, our

heads tied together as we spun around one another discussing our past, his suicide, and

other semi-related and non-related topics. Musically, I wanted to compose an

approximately one to two minute long theme, something to the emotional effect of the

main musical theme from Jean-Luc Godard's film Les Mepris, composed by Georges

Delerue (though not necessarily in that style). In that film, there is a central sequence

lasting around forty minutes. It is a dialog between the male and female leads talking

mostly about their crumbling marriage. The editing is surreal at times and often self-

reflexive, casting the whole sequence into a dream-like yet distanced feeling at once,

which the music mirrors. The musical theme is a lush, slightly melancholic but

romantic theme played mostly by a string orchestra (eventually joined by harp and

woodwinds). The music is cued in the soundtrack seemingly with complete disregard

for timing with the dialog. It is also cued not always at the beginning of the theme, and

sometimes plays all the way through, but most of the time appends the music, often

5
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extremely when it can only be heard for a split second. Thus, it is like the editing: self-

reflexive (the audio cuts are sharp at times as to draw attention to it as a pre-recorded

soundtrack), at times ironic, but undeniably sincere in its emotional sentiment.

This effect appealed to me immensely. I envisioned my original image staged

as a roughly twenty minute long theater piece with two actors on the stage and a pit

orchestra playing the music. The music would be cued at will from the conductor at

any moment, not necessarily lining up with the dialog. The conductor could cue the

music from a set amount of starting points within the score and the players would

follow. I thought to expand on this and give some more complicated cues so that only

portions of the ensemble would play, or different sub-sections of the ensemble would

start at different points. The live performance aspect of the project appealed to me,

though ultimately I thought to create a pre-recorded texture of various sounds that

would act as a sonic bed for the actors.

I then sought about expanding on this to incorporate some work I had done

with my friend while he was still alive, and tying the whole thing into a dream I had of

Chef not too long after he passed. In it, I ran into him on a dock and I was surprised he

was alive. He told me not to tell anyone and we continued to hang in a weird

bungalow that he had been using to hide from everyone.  Eventually, I incorporated

the worm adventure and the main premise stuck. I quickly realized the resources and

personnel to stage this theater project would be enormous and impossible to rehearse

in the timeline I had set out and with the budget that was available.

Somehow, I naively thought that a movie would be a more feasible idea. I
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started to collaborate with my friend Bogdan Szabo who is a director/video editor (he

had also known Chef). I wrote the screenplay and divided it into six chapters: “The

Dock,” “The Toast,” “The Eye,” “The Egg,” “The Shadow” and “The Worm.” Each

one of these parts was musically driven and surreal, with un-related material (a lot of

which was rooted in previous works I had done with Chef) woven in between the main

narrative as weird skits.

Though a draft of the screenplay was written, the realization of how much

harder this project would be than a staged version hit both of us in April of 2014. I had

written a considerable amount of music for it, too, but now had to re-think the entire

project.

I then thought to do a studio recording project of roughly around twenty

minutes, incorporating aspects of the narrative into a kind of weird musical adventure

featuring the people I enjoyed collaborating most with: Drew Ceccato on saxophones,

Tommy Babin on bass guitar, Bonnie Lander on vocals, and Joe Mariglio on

production. One of the last crucial ideas for the project came in May of 2014 when I

made the connection to make one song for each chapter of the original screenplay.

This way, I felt like I could keep the episodic nature of the narrative more easily, and

the whole work could comprise a concept album.

After composing and recording the album, the production stage took place and

the idea of incorporating some other media to elucidate the narrative further came

about. It was decided to have a four-panel comic strip for each song illustrated by my

friend Duncan Saylor, who also was incredibly close with Chef. The comic strips are
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fitting in that Chef was a comic artist in his life, and these only further serve to

memorialize him.

Part 2: Contextualization / Inspirations

The Worm comes from a tradition of experimental pop music. In particular,

there are two aspects of the album which share aesthetic ties with previous works that

are worth mentioning here for some contextualization: the narrative form and the

absurdity through a use of stylistic eclecticism.

The first is the form – The Worm is essentially a concept album in separate

songs/pieces unified by a narrative. Tommy by The Who is a good example of an

album trying to carry an entire narrative through song, though I knew I wanted my

project to have both song and extended spoken parts (Tommy is almost exclusively

sung). 

The darkness of the story and its musical treatment have more in common with

some of the narrative albums of The Residents. In particular, God in Three Persons (a

twisted and tragic first person point of view by a Colonel Parker-type of character (Mr.

X) who becomes the road manager for a pair of Siamese Twins who have magical

healing powers. The narrative content is almost exclusively spoken by Mr. X with

occasional commentary by a female Greek choir) and The Voice of Midnight (an album

about a man who thinks (and probably is) being haunted by the Sandman. The album

sounds like an audio version of a musical, with the voice actors both speaking and

singing a character's parts). The musical material on these albums, especially the latter,
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is often integrated diegetically to create a simultaneously real and surreal sound world

accompanying the psychological trauma the protagonist is facing. By musical

treatment, I do not mean the songwriting as such, but rather the production aspects

which reflect the darkness or weirdness of the narratives (this will be discussed in

more detail in the section "Producing the Surreal"). 

Both The Who and The Residents have extended instrumental passages in

which there is no text being spoken or sung. With the exception of "The Dock" and

"The Egg," I wanted the feel of the album to be like a set of vocal pop songs in various

styles rather than having a 'symphonic' feeling to the work. I could imagine a set of

instrumental transitions between the songs to dwell and possibly expand on the moods

communicated through the story rather than having the storybook-like announcements

of the title. However, the chapter aspect would then be de-emphasized, and in my

opinion to some extent, so would the fantastical element to the adventure. 

The second element is the absurdity conveyed through using a variety of styles

(these will be discussed more specifically later in this section) - the experimental rock

group Ween should be mentioned here. I rarely get the sense that the deconstruction of

certain pop styles is in the foreground of the listening experience with Ween (unlike

The Residents' The Third Reich 'n Roll, for instance). Even on an album like The

Mollusk, whose songs mostly have an absurd (but also often dark) nautical theme

parodying a variety of pop styles (with an emphasis on prog rock and psych elements),

the album still reads more as a concept that is eclectically expressed. The 'watery'

nature of the album comes through, and the advanced and often ambitious songwriting
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begs its own attention to render the parody as just another feature, rather than being

the main thrust. Similarly with The Worm, I was not consciously trying to parody any

style I drew from, but rather, use the respective genres as vehicles for the absurdity

and darkness in the narrative.

Generally, the germination of most of these songs sprang from specific parts of

other songs or music. The spirit of each of these parts tended to remain during the

compositional process. I'd like to discuss the obvious (and maybe not so obvious) ones

here to shed light on what I found striking about those original moments, and how

they were transformed in The Worm.

The rhythmic and mostly pitchless airy saxophone loops (not part of the main

beat) first heard in the First Section (all formal sections will be capitalized and can be

referenced in Appendix 2, which shows all the text/lyrics) around 1:27 building to

2:07 and persisting (mostly) statically until 3:22 were inspired by the film score to

Under the Skin. The composer Mica Levi mostly scored the film using strings (viola in

particular), a tom drum, and psychedelic production techniques to render a creepy, but

very tactile and visceral sound world for the film (a film in which Scarlett Johansson

plays an alien who looks completely human, seduces men and harvests their organs for

her home planet), which is visually earthy, muted and dark in color, but violent and

shocking in action. 

The moment that piqued my interest can be heard in the trailer (00:36-00:52).

The production on the viola here is dry, with much of the percussive and noisy

elements of the execution of this passage audible, almost foregrounding the production
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of the sound over the sound. It is also already musicalized by being put into a pulse-

oriented repetitive gesture with a similar contour (at least at first), rather than as a

discrete sound effect. The sense of urgency created with this passage is almost

physically palpable, and I wanted to create a similar effect in “The Dock.” 

Knowing I had the saxophone to work with, I thought using sounds which

immediately would be associated with the mouth would get the bodily, visceral effect I

was after. With some multiband compression, we were able to emphasize some of the

low subtle resultant sounds to create repetitively descending pitch contours

(particularly at 1:54-2:07). A new sample is looped starting at 2:08, which has minimal

low frequency content, and reverses the contour to rising (aided with pitch shifting). 

From the start of the mouth noises (00:39), there is a bodily reminder of the

production of the sound. However, the texture ultimately transforms into a looped

sample, rendering it artificial. This kind of pairing allows the music to paint a world

that is both real and surreal; both visceral (physical) and impossible. The inspirations

for parts of “The Dock” and “The Shadow” also engage in this duality. 

In “The Shadow” for instance, the sampled hi-hats were inspired by Prince's

song “I Would Die 4 U.” The sequenced hats give an oppressive and relentless feeling

to the song; that feeling is balanced by the less busy percussion in the production,

which makes more rhythmic room for the hats to really sink in to the quasi-religious

devotion expressed in the lyrics. Similarly, “The Shadow” adopts this kind of model as

well. Generally, the constant sixteenth note hats are accompanied by a sparser beat

than what might be conventionally a more consistent backbeat (a hybrid timpani/piano
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sound that anxiously acts as the backbeat in the verses). The stark artificiality of the

hi-hats, which are non-stop during the course of the entire song, also take on an

oppressive character. It is in moments like the two Fanfares in which the contrast

between live performance (the scoop-filled and outright goofy saxophone lines) and

artifice (no other percussion except the sequenced hats are heard) comes to a head.

Musically, the sequence purposely keeps rising as a way to uncomfortably stretch the

very boxed (and artificial) material, also adding to the balance between both feelings.

The hats are not static in the song though. There are, in fact, up to six different

samples going on at once, but at different gain levels. Figure 1 shows the gain

envelopes of the six layers (the samples are less choked and more sustained from top

to bottom):

Figure 1: Gain automation of layered hi-hat samples, “The Shadow”
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The hats' (mostly) subtle dynamicism breathes illusory life into a sound which

sounds very clearly sequenced. In addition to these changing layers, there are two

moments when excerpts from a live performance of sixteenth notes on the hi-hat are

mixed in. Those two places are during the interruption in Verse 2, and the end of the

Narration. 

“The Toast” comes more directly from the New Jack Swing style from the late

1980s through the early 1990s. More specifically, En Vogue's “My Lovin' (You're

Never Gonna Get It)” speaks directly to the a capella section found in “The Toast.” En

Vogue's “breakdown” in their song anchors it to their spectacular singing abilities. And

though there are many doo-wop features which showcase their vocal harmonies in the

verses and choruses, it is in the breakdown where they repeat, almost tauntingly,

“never gonna get it.” Its as if the sudden absence of all the other instruments, samples

and sounds focuses their steadily empowered voices into a cool, brush-their-shoulders-

off kind of confidence. In “The Toast,” the A Capella section's (almost) absence of

instruments and synths focuses the attention on the repetition of the poetic warning:

“The toast with the most sets the lava ghost off,” meaning even the next toast could set

the lava eruption off in the volcano. Instead of bringing the beat back as En Vogue did,

we applied a granulator to warp the sound as if it was melting into the second Fanfare

section.

Obviously, there are other elements drawn from “My Lovin',” but these are

drawn more from my impressions of New Jack Swing in general. The balance of

liveness and studio-ness here is the expectation of sampling in a style such as New
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Jack Swing, but the backing track of “The Toast” only rarely settles into a strictly

repeating groove, nor does it use any non-percussion samples. The saxophone part,

especially in the first verse, refuses to settle into a locked pattern, one which could be

easily comprised of a sample of, say, the pick-up to and including m. 9 in Figure 2 (all

score examples are in C with no octave transpositions):

Figure 2: Saxophones/Tambourine/Kick, Verse 1 of “The Toast”

Because of some of the metric changes, the time in between the repeated sax

figure at the pick-up to and first three beats of m. 2 is adjusted. At times, the

saxophones even step into the foreground as in mm. 6-8. This kind of liveness is a bit

less common in the style that's heavily made up, and arguably defined by the use of

repeating samples. The hi-hat and kick lines (perhaps a bit less so than the hats) here

as well, are through-composed, and never really settle into a repetitive groove until

Verse 2.

New Jack Swing's connection to jazz-influenced harmonies also appealed to

me, as there are numerous examples of bebop or hard bop inspired harmonies

occurring throughout the album. I tended to think of the following harmonies (mostly

subsets of extended (and often altered) tertian chords), as seen in Figure 3, as p-sets
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(or subsets of these) which could be transposed and occasionally re-voiced:

{0,3,6,11} {0,4,6,10} {0,4,8,10} {-10,0,5,6,10} 

         {0,3,7,10}        {0,4,6,11}      {0,10,14,17}

Figure 3: Common pitch-sets used as harmony in The Worm

This kind of thinking also allowed for the sets to function very naturally in the

more chromatic and less modal parts of the album. The other track with extensive use

of these harmonies was “The Worm.” This song was inspired by the intro and first part

of Luther Vandross' “Other Side of the World,” Quiet Storm radio-programming, and

slow jams in general.

The sheer space and slow tempo of the introduction is enticing, but vast. The

other elements (besides the beat) start to feel like floating objects in a giant cavernous

space (including the descending fourths of the plucked synth, which transformed into

the harpsichord-like sound in “The Worm”). Similarly, the confrontation with the giant

worm needed to be solemn, slow, and cavernous. The beat is skeletal for the entire

introduction of “The Worm,” with the bass just rhythmically doubling the kick, also

mimicking the large amount of pre-delay on the hat from “Other Side of the World.”

Formally, too, at 0:33 in the Vandross song, the beat completely drops and

Vandross sings only supported by a synth providing harmonies. It's as if the already

tenuous beat just snapped and couldn't go on. The verses of “The Worm” act as an

analogue to that. The short string interlude (1:07-1:20) in “Other Side of the World” is

also an odd interruption, one which emphasizes the nebulous nature of the rhythms
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happening in the song. This directly inspired the Vocal Interlude (to be discussed in

detail in Part 6).

Part 3: Conveying Narrative 

The largest challenge was trying to keep in mind that there was always a

narrative to be communicated, whether it was in a literal or more abstract fashion.

Figuring out how to balance the abstraction was at the root of many aesthetic and

compositional choices. The plot itself was simple enough: two friends go on a journey

to save a giant worm; the decision to open with dialog in“The Dock” took care of

conveying this premise. The rest (until the confrontation with “The Worm”) are

descriptions of their surreal adventures, which admittedly also have considerable

action (at least, “The Toast” and “The Eye” do). “The Egg” is the other piece in which

the text is spoken instead of sung (though Skyla and Grogan speak in “The Toast,” and

as god heads in “The Shadow”); but here, there is not much action after the first part

(the eggman ties their heads together and spins them). The dialog of “The Egg” delves

more into the psychology of the characters rather than exposition, but still sheds

information on The Butter World (the diegetic sonic cues associated with the Butter

World are discussed in Part 4). 

The presence of the dialogs took pressure off the lyrics having to be literal and

plot-driven the whole time, but they mostly are anyway. Even though the lyrics tended

towards that, they generally are describing very surreal situations with fantastical

imagery which make up for the general lack of poetic liberties in the lyrics (as found,
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for instance, at the end of “The Worm”).

Because the lyrics are generally describing fantastical situations, the visual

interpretations in comic strip form illustrated by Duncan Saylor provide an element to

connect with what's happening in the narrative. The style is also similar in sensibility

to how Chef used to illustrate – basic and clear. But the comic strips also take on a

surreal character, as the frames around the panels or the panel construction itself often

become diegetic (as can be seen in Appendix 1, most subtly in “The Shadow” where

the panels get smaller and smaller to mimic the look of a mesh-wire scrim). 

For the most part the music is non-diegetic, aside from the establishing harbor

sounds in “The Dock,” the cave sounds in “The Egg,” the parallel world transitional

'zaps,' and some vocal processing (or different performers) to distinguish between

characters (the Butter World Grogan and Skyla, the toasters, the tree-men, the worm).

The music instead seeks to support the narrative through form and character. For

instance, the music in “The Egg” is structured entirely based off the form of the

dialog. Figure 4 shows a breakdown of the form of the dialog and the accompanying

music:

INTRO (0:00 – 1:10) EGGMAN 4 (7:23 – 7:55) 
EGGMAN 1 (1:10 – 2:42) BURNING BUILDING 2 (7:55 – 9:31)

BURNING BUILDING 1(2:42 – 4:02) MEMORY 2 (9:31 – 10:21)
MEMORY 1 (4:02 – 5:45) EGGMAN 5 (10:21 – 11:37)

EGGMAN 2 (5:45 – 6:00) BURNING BUILDING 3 (11:37 – 14:08)
EGGMAN 3 (6:00 – 7:23) CONCLUSION (14:08 – 15:06) 

Sections in bold take place in the Butter World.

Accompanying Musical Material

EGGMAN – egg frying samples, “Egg!”, male vocal chant
MEMORY – clouds of older texts, sax tremolo cloud, synth chant

BURNING BUILDING – developed vocal chant, egg cracking samples, distorted Bonnie improv

Figure 4: Form of dialog and accompanying music, “The Egg”
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This organizational style was meant to try to keep things more clear for the

listener by matching specific musical material with specific dialog material.

There are many examples of production choices which helped support the

surreal aspects of the narrative, but they will be discussed in Part 6.

Part 4: The Butter World: Identity and Free Will

The first indication of what the Butter World might be happens in “The Toast”:

Grogan: “Maybe if we help them, we can find the worm!”

Skyla: “But won't they die in the Butter World if we save them 

here?”

This dialog implies a kind of parallel world, but one in which the opposite

happens based off the actions in this world. In “The Toast,” Skyla and Grogan decide

to cure the toasters' radioactivity by instilling hope in them (which is the antidote)

through dance; the dance also concurrently distracts them from their imminent death

from the lava. The opposite would be that the Butter World Skyla and Grogan save the

toasters from the lava but never cure their radioactivity. 

It is presumed that Skyla and Grogan somehow escape from the volcano and

continue on their trek. Their second moral conundrum is just as tricky. They are

approached by tree-men who explain to them that the tree-men are only kept alive by

the butter-eyes (a name potentially implying that the flying eyeballs have some kind of

knowledge/access/connection with the Butter World, though that is never stated), but

also slaves to them. They have “seen everything” and desire death rather than
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immortality. The conundrum is that Grogan and Skyla must kill a race of creatures (the

butter-eyes) in order to free the tree-men from compulsory life and allow them to die

an almost eternally long death full of suffering. There is no clear action here. If they

ignore their request, they leave the tree-men to a life devoid of newness, arguably a

source for the will to survive. If they accept the request, they must kill in order to

thrust them into an almost-eternally painful death. 

The point of these two songs is to throw into question the morality of suicide.

The Butter World (for Skyla and Grogan) acts as a sort of anti-heaven – good deeds

are not necessarily rewarded with positive results. There are characters introduced

which have complex relationships to life, ones in which death might be a preferable

outcome (whether due to radioactivity or slavery). These songs also cast a surreal aura

around the main event which has led Skyla to find Grogan in the first place – Grogan's

suicide. 

As they continue onward in “The Egg” and are hypnotized, tied together, and

spun by the Eggman, their dialog states an ambivalence about their actions in “The

Eye,” and that they cannot be so sure of what happens in the Butter World (1:48 –

2:35). They have reached the conclusion that the premise of a constructive action in

one world leading to a destructive action in the other is untenable. 

It is in “The Egg,” though, that the listener gets his first glimpse of the Butter

World. Entrance into/out of the Butter World is demarcated by 'zap' sounds, a

complete lack of reverb (juxtaposed with the large cave-like reverb they encounter in

the other world), and a spectral transformation effect on the voices of Grogan and
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Skyla. There are two separate times spent in the Butter World (6:00 – 7:22 and 9:31 -

14:08). The first establishes a couple of key differences: that the Butter-World Grogan

has a good memory (he remembers his dream vividly), and that the Eggman is not a

person in the Butter World, but rather, a place (though this is a bit ambiguous at first

since they still use the term 'Eggman'). The second time also juxtaposes Grogan's

feelings towards his depression and hopelessness he felt before he committed suicide.

The analogy of being trapped in a burning building is told from two different

perspectives. In the other world, Grogan admits he felt like the depression ('sickness')

became him (not just a part of him), so much so that he didn't even know where 'he'

was anymore, and that he was the building, burning hopelessly anyway, while he

didn't even recognize “the guy hiding from the fire” anymore. The Butter World

Grogan draws the same analogy, but blames himself for not being able to tolerate a

“weakness” he saw in everyone (something akin to a lack of integrity). 

So while each Grogan identifies with a different aspect in their respectively

similar analogies, there is a shared feeling of displacement – that somehow the suicide

is disembodied and that identity is thrust into contention. The existence of the Butter

World (and Grogan's constant concern of it) only heightens the sense of confused

identity in relation to his own actions. It is this presence of a seemingly unreachable

realm (perhaps only through the worm) which casts Grogan's central suicide in a

different light. Grogan asks Skyla in “The Egg”: 

Grogan: “What if nothing good happened over there when I killed 

myself over here?” 
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Skyla: “That's what you were banking on?”

This is another feeling of displacement which echoes the analogies, but this

time the responsibility of the action (the consequences) is displaced. The statement is a

tacit acknowledgement that his suicide was destructive in his own world, but somehow

maybe he's alleviated from the responsibility if there was some good that was done in

a foreign place. Thus the trek is about this validation, to reach the portal to the Butter

World to confirm that there was good done over there. The listener learns, of course,

that Grogan has committed suicide in both worlds, and that the pair are on a trek to

seek the worm in both worlds.

Grief over suicide can also displace a person's identity. She can confuse who

she is through survivor's guilt; struggle with her own depression; make decisions she

would not normally make because of shock (as if she's not making the decisions

herself at all); she can become subsumed with who she was in past moments shared

with the departed as she obsessively re-lives them over and over. Skyla, who is

grieving for his friend Grogan, expresses this last example very clearly in “The

Shadow,” in which well over half the song is spent recounting a memory (the verses

and bridge). In the chorus Skyla sings “You're with me there, but I'm alone behind this

scrim.” 'There' being the past, and recognizing the fact that something is missing, and

that it is not just your friend, but a part of you; that half of who you were this whole

time was the departed, and that that part of you is now gone.

Throughout The Worm, the grieving Skyla vacillates wildly from anger (like at

2:07 in “The Dock”), to confusion (first lines of “The Eye”), and even to admiration
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(7:56 in “The Egg”). The lyrics are mostly sung from Skyla's first-person perspective:

“The Toast,” “The Eye,” “The Shadow,” and everything but the bridge of “The

Worm.” He sings the recurring lyrics “I just wasn't myself” (“The Toast”), “I haven't

been myself” (“The Eye”), or “Maybe I'm not myself” (“The Worm”). It is this point

of intersection between the two characters which is so vital in allowing them to be

unsure of where their identities end and their equally surreal world begins. The Butter

World, then, might be thought of as a metaphorical space for identity displacement

during suicide/grief. 

In the bridge of “The Worm,” Grogan and the dying worm speak to one

another. The worm asks Grogan why he wanted to die and the first one answers: “But I

didn't,” while the Butter World Grogan (indicated by zaps and the spectral

transformation vocal effect) answers “But I did.” It's almost as if the Butter World

Grogan answered the question 'Why didn't you want to die?' This could also reference

the displaced identity issue for Grogan. He answers “but I didn't,” perhaps truly

believing that it was his sickness that caused him to want to die, and not himself. The

Grogan that he knew was lost amidst the depression that overtook his identity.

However, given that the Butter World Grogan also had shared a feeling of detachment

through his suicide (that he was the fire that consumed his self in his burning building

analogy), he could feel that despite his suicide, that he is alive, but wants death. 

In either case, both Grogans demonstrate awareness of their actions as coming

from some kind of self (displaced or not). One theme that is implicit through the lyrics

and dialog is that of free will. Skyla and Grogan always discuss how their actions will
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affect the Butter World, but not vice versa. They do not consider that perhaps their

actions are merely the consequence of the actions from the Grogan and Skyla in the

Butter World. Of course, this autonomy can only exist one way or the other, but

certainly not at the same time for both parallel worlds. This paradox is left unresolved.

The characters' free agency might in fact all be illusory at the end: “Didn't ever find

the soul right? Living in the worm's head every night?” The lyrics which conclude The

Worm are ambiguous, but might suggest that the existence of the other portal, and in

fact, their own existence, was dreamt up by the worm. So in a sense, Grogan in “The

Dock” was right about the portal to the Butter World collapsing if the giant worm dies,

but that's because he is sure of his own free will and actions when in fact it all could

have been determined by the worm from the start. If so, it would not just be the portal

that vanishes, but both worlds, too.

There is a harmonic motif that recurs in The Worm which is treated differently

during the Butter World parts in “The Egg” to demonstrate its theoretically parallel but

opposite kind of existence:

Figure 5: Recurring harmonic motif in The Worm

 It's first 'proper' appearance (as it is preceded by a modified version at 3:18 in
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the lower saxophones) is after the cross-fade as it fades in itself, repeating the

descending glissando figure in the alto and tenor saxophones. The motif is essentially

an F#m7 chord moving to a Bbm7 in second inversion (the lower two voices descend

a semitone, and the upper two voices descend a minor third) while a G is sustained

over both.

This short chordal movement returns prominently in “The Worm”; Figure 6

shows the appearances of the harmonic motif in “The Worm”:

Figure 6: Appearances of harmonic motif, “The Worm”

Figure 6a shows the 'do you' voices and soprano at the end of Interlude 1. The

harmonic motif is transposed and voiced differently, and the progression is reversed in

the 'do you' voices as the soprano sustains the common tone (D) as they shift. Figure

6b shows the harmony comprising the last line of the worm's voice. It is the literal

harmonic motif, but voiced a bit differently.
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Figure 6c shows the most obvious recapitulation of the motif (from Figure 5).

It is worked into the diatonic progression which is present in most of the coda. 

It is in “The Egg” which this motif is developed in a manner rhetorically

illustrating the differences between the two parallel worlds. The motif's appearances

happen exclusively within the synth parts which enter during the telling of the two

memories (4:06 – 5:42 and 9:34 – 10:11), once in each world. Figure 7a shows the last

part of the first occurrence, and Figure 7b shows the last part of the Butter World

occurrence:

Figure 7: Synth developments of vocal chants, “The Egg”

Notice in mm. 1-2 and mm. 3-4 of Figure 7a, the highest voice now

melodically outlines the double minor seventh chord progression (Gm7 (F-D-Bb-G) to

Bm7 (D-B-A-F#)) maintaining the original voice leading of the motif as is shown (but

transposed up a semitone). Mm. 6-7 reiterate this chordal coupling with the 'sighing'

motif of the vocal chanting heard throughout “The Egg,” but have taken the highest

voice from mm. 4-5 (F#) and now transformed it into the soprano common tone

between the two chords, resulting in a transposition of a major second lower for the
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chords (Fm7 to Am7). The chords move higher melodically to crescendo into the held

chord in mm. 7-8.

In the Butter World occurrence (Figure 7b), this chord coupling is essentially

reversed (as it was in Figure 6a, there a foreshadowing of the next lyrics: “Look across

and there are two more like us.” Their world and the Butter World have now collided

in the neutral space of the worm), starting with a melodic iteration Bm7 to Gm7 in

mm. 1-2. M. 3 only arpeggiates the Bm7 chord, and shifts the F# up an octave. This

time, however, the common soprano tone is transposed a semitone to a G, re-

establishing the original pitch-classes of the harmonic motif, but it is now reversed:

the Bbm7 chord moves to the F#m7 chord as it is voiced higher and higher to

culminate on the held chord in m. 6.

Part 5: Nostalgia as Grief / Future as Fantasy

As was mentioned in the previous section, grief can launch a person into a

prolonged sense of nostalgia – wishing that the past was present as a self-defense

mechanism from the shock of sudden absence. But what if the past could also act as

the future? What if one could extend the feeling of nostalgia as a potentiality into the

future as fantasy? 

Nostalgia isn't simply reminiscing about the past; it's a feeling that overcomes

someone, and it is rooted in sentimentality. Today, if something is said to be

'sentimental,' (aesthetically speaking) it is usually used pejoratively. There is a moral

judgement on literary or artistic sentimentality, it is that which appeals to base
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emotions at the expense of critical reflection: it's easy, excessive, and artificial.

However, throughout the 20th century and into the present day, mainstream pop music

has relied on this device or technique. There are various cues, devices, and signifiers

in many popular genres that will trigger a feeling of sentimentality from the culturally-

aware (and accustomed) listener; a tender emotional response is elicited that is

disproportionate to the situation at hand. 

The only time I used this device musically and with self-awareness was the

musical theater-like progression in the Coda Interlude in “The Worm” (iii – IV(add

9)). However, this was the moment I relied on one of the style's signifiers of

sentimentality to hopefully read as sincere – the moment Skyla realizes it all might

have been a dream, and that he will never see Grogan again. To me, I felt no original

or hybrid-like expression of emotions could do here; I wanted the sentiment, and I

wanted it through an established signifier. It does however have a hovering synth line

in a high register with some dissonant pitches which maintain the (darker part of)

surrealist element in this situation.

The most obvious way, from a personal standpoint, to incorporate nostalgia and

sentimentality was to directly infuse The Worm with past works I had collaborated on

with Chef. For me, using these was a way to re-engage with these works and to

reconsider them as not just having nostalgic value, but as potential for new fantasy. By

adapting them into the context of The Worm, I essentially performed a meta-version of

what is happening in the narrative for Skyla – a desire to extend personal time with

someone who is now absent. 
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The plot during “The Toast,” for instance, is adapted from a play I wrote with

Chef and Duncan Saylor entitled Swimming to Madagascar. The short play revolves

around four characters who come to find out the antidote to their radioactivity and

subsequent involuntary toasting. The memory recounted in “The Shadow” (the Verses,

Bridge and Narration) is more loosely adapted from a couple of different sources. The

beginning is taken from a comic strip Chef and I had started entitled Mayor Taco

Ghost. It is shown in Figure 8:

Figure 8: Mayor Taco Ghost #10, comic strip

The middle part about the dinner party in hell with the rude narcoleptic guest,

the honeymelon and centerpiece falling through the table and landing into a lair of

monks who proceed to ritualistically slice it, only for the pieces to rise up and turn into

god's heads was written originally for this project to bridge the ending of the memory

to the beginning of it. The ending is the Narration section of “The Shadow,” and it is a

verbatim reading of an excerpt from a short story I wrote with Chef entitled “A Spy Is

Better Than Some.”
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“The Egg” uses other old texts from various short stories, plays and

screenplays that we wrote together. They can be heard during the two stories about

stealing Martel's clothes. In each case, most of the texts are obscured due to having

three to four simultaneous layers happening at once, in addition to phonetic

improvisation performed by Bonnie Lander which further obfuscates the texts.

Occasionally phrases or words pop through the texture as intelligible; but they mainly

serve as an effect to surround the two characters with voices to make the listener feel

that they are less lonely or isolated – that when they recount some of their favorite

memories, there is a rush of all of the good times (symbolically) shared between the

two characters.

The theme of nostalgia acting as fantasy can be heard compositionally as well

in the short countermelody in the saxophone interlude of “The Eye.” It can be seen in

Figure 9:

Figure 9: Countermelody of the saxophone interlude, “The Eye”

It is comprised of two durationally unequal phrases. Figure 9 shows that the

first phrase comes directly from the main melody in m. 2, and that the second comes
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from the main melody in m. 7. This melodic line, which is the only interruption to the

rather strict homophony present in the verses and interlude, exists solely comprised of

the main melody which it first echoes nostalgically (the mellow EQ (with some subtle

resonant frequencies) and different reverb place it at a distance sonically from the

main line)and then echoes a phrase yet to be heard –  a foreshadowing of a fantastical

future.

There are also many production choices which illustrate this theme as well.

From the outset of “The Dock,” the sonic ambience places the listener at a harbor, on

the docks, with a distant foghorn blowing before the slap tongue/key bat/air ram

sounds of a baritone saxophone present a ponderous rhythmic beat. The foghorn here

creates a sense of distance not just spatially but temporally as well in two ways. For

many people, foghorns are nostalgic as many have been replaced by satellite

navigation and are generally no longer needed. Also though, a foghorn is used to warn

of upcoming ship hazards, and here acts similarly as a foreshadowing warning for

what is about to take place.  Skyla recognizes his deceased friend Grogan, and as

Grogan answers, the foghorn enters again but on the second blow melts into surreal

terrain (achieved with delays and granularization), the same mental space which Skyla

must feel he is in. The foghorn not only acts as an extension of Skyla's psychology, but

something which even a few moments ago was a steady distant reminder of something

absent, and now has melted and dissolved into a future of uncertainty and of fantasy. 

The first loud sustained high saxophone pitches (1:16) also to an extent

continue the foghorns as being the only sustained sonic material with pitch to that
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point (despite its proximal and registral differences). It's as if the memory of the

foghorn has ironically and grossly transfigured into an internal amplified and fedback

reverberation for Skyla that has now subsumed the original memory.

Another production use of nostalgia deals with the metallic percussion in the

second section of “The Dock,” and the metallic bell sounds in “The Toast.” The

inclusion of the metallic bells in “The Toast” (first entrance at 00:23) comes from

songs like New Edition's "If It Isn't Love" and the general industrial sampling

prevalent in late 80s/early 90s dance music. We started with samples of struck

triangles which we detuned and chorused, and then layered in the classic Stereo Bells

and Tubular Bells FM synths to achieve the bell sound - but they're not meant to be

overtly industrial, just enough to connote the stylistic samples from New Jack Swing

songs from which “The Toast” draws. 

In that sense, for anyone familiar (and affectionate) with that style of music,

the bells can enact nostalgia on two levels: The first is that of sounding almost like the

industrial bell samples of that genre. The distance created from these sounds to the

thing they're supposed to be is the key trigger for a nostalgic feeling (a reminder, but it

is in fact absent). Secondly, they act as a sort of echo of the anvil-sounding beat that

fades in during the cross-fade and persists in the Second Part of "The Dock” (layered

from three samples of struck metallic beams and bars). 

Unpacking the rhetorical nature of all these sounds reveals a chain of echoes

and foreshadowing. The anvil beat fades in from the increasing resonances of the

aggressively improvised and pitched saxophone background (created with a send to a
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bus with a bank of resonant filters) leading up to and through the cross-fade in “The

Dock.” The resonances were a series of five frequencies (ten if counting the resonant

bands doubling the frequencies two octaves higher) derived from peaks in the

spectogram of the anvil beat that was to emerge from it. The musical effect of the

cross-fade can be seen as a blurry demarcation line between Skyla's pain and

confusion stemming from past events to a bewilderment in a future of unknown

possibility with the very person that was suddenly and recently absent. The cross-fade

peaks right after Grogan says: “Look, the giant worm is dying.” This is the premise

which opens up the whole adventure they are about to embark on together. The

resonances can come to represent the actual encounter of Skyla with Grogan. The

encounter has dissolved Skyla's sense of pained nostalgia steeped in grief and

transformed it into a possibility of extending it positively into the future. The beat

itself emerges from these resonances smoothly because of their harmonic content. The

resonances have foreshadowed the metallic beat, and also act like a reverse and

washed-out echo (from its peak at 4:06 to when it is first perceptible around 3:35) – as

if time has been reversed.

What's more, towards the end of "The Dock," bell tones start to come in

(comprised of the same Stereo Bells and Tubular Bells FM synths that will be heard in

“The Toast,” but without the triangle samples) which subtly and randomly emphasize

certain hits of the rhythmic pattern. These create the same effect as the resonances did

for the metallic beat. They are an echo that comes first, a distant memory which then

becomes its own musical material with added layers (the triangle samples) in “The
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Toast.” 

The high 'ping' synth of “The Shadow” which occurs mostly in the choruses

also takes on some meaning with regard to nostalgia. Because of the busy texture and

mix in the chorus, it is easy not to concentrate on the high pitched sound that really

only demands attention in the saxophone interruption of Verse 2 (2:11 – 2:20). At this

moment it is an aggressive and ever-present migraine-inducing sound, but in the

chorus it is there as more of a subtle rhythmic reinforcement in a higher frequency

band. It isn't until the song ends when the two most salient reverb tails left over are

from the timpani and from the high-pinged synth sound.

The high reverb, already a memory, has new life breathed into it as "The

Worm" opens with a similar synth sound in the same register which is sustained for

almost a full ten seconds before the beat starts. Ironically, a characteristic of the new

synth sound is that it is more distant-sounding than "The Shadow"'s high ping synth,

and also lacking that initial quick attack, resulting in a more nostalgic feeling. Here,

this transition can read as an echo of an echo. Just prior to the confrontation with the

worm, the whole goal of the journey is cast in doubt if the transition is read

rhetorically: If the fantastical future (the high synth in "The Worm") is already steeped

in nostalgia, perhaps there was no future to begin with; perhaps it was a dream – and

not even Skyla's, but the worm's.

The last example also takes place between “The Worm” and another track; this

time, “The Eye.” The high soprano vocalise which appears at the end of both songs

appears more perceptibly and foregrounded in “The Worm.” The very use of the
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classically-trained style of singing in this context betrays its own signifiers for

nostalgia and sentimentality. The appearance in “The Worm,” then, becomes another

echo of an echo, as it is couched in sentimentality. In “The Eye,” the use of the style is

a bit more out of place as it is juxtaposed against rather than supported by the general

energy and mood of the music around it. However, the lyrics at the end of “The Eye”

are: “I don't know but I know those screams aren't imagined.” The high melodic line

becomes an example of text-painting, but one with some irony. The vocalise is gentle

and sung sweetly, a far cry from an 'imagined scream' or a 'non-imagined scream.' On

a more extreme level than the high ping synth in “The Shadow,” the reverb tail of the

soprano line confirms its existence, even if the listener wasn't quite sure what, if

anything, was there. The feeling of the uncanny can occur here; that same feeling

when one suddenly notices something that was there all along. The screams in fact, are

not imagined. The word 'screams' can be substituted with 'guilt' – the guilt that Skyla

and possibly Grogan feel after killing two separate species is also not imagined

(confirmed with their dialog in 1:48 - 2:35 of “The Egg”). However, for Skyla it also

could operate on the level of the guilt that he feels from not helping to prevent

Grogan's suicide. 

Part 6: Producing the Surreal

The last major theme I want to discuss is the presence of the surreal in this

work. The narrative starts with a surreal point of departure. Even more weird than a

proposition to go rescue a giant worm is how Skyla already knows of the giant worm,
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and the Butter World; these are already elements of common knowledge in their

world. From "The Dock":

Grogan: “You can come with me. You can help me find the worm!”

Skyla: “The worm? The...the...the giant worm?”

Grogan: “Yeah.”

Skyla: “Why are you going there? Why do you need to find it?”

Grogan: “Look, the giant worm is dying.”

Skyla: “What?”

Grogan: “It is, I swear it! And if it dies, the portal dies along with it.”

Skyla: “What portal? To the Butter World?”

Grogan: Yeah.

There are primarily two questions left unanswered: How does Grogan know

that the worm is dying? If Grogan killed himself in order to be able to reach the worm,

how can the living Skyla join him? The narrative follows dream logic in order to let

the absurdity and surrealism of the story cast larger points about friendship, nostalgia,

identity, and death. 

This section aims to illustrate (track by track) production choices which helped

provide a sonic character supporting the theme of the surreal in The Worm. Some have

already been discussed in previous parts and will not be mentioned again in this part. 

“The Dock”:

The first example is more performative than production. At 3:21, the melody
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reprises, but has now started to bend and melt (like the foghorn earlier), hinting at

Skyla's emotional/mental state to come when he hears Grogan's surreal proposition.

There are no obvious delays here, but rather, a performative instruction to perform

these parts “drunkedly.” 

“The Toast”:

The two Fanfare sections contrast the general lightness and silliness of the

music and text. In the first, one of the radioactive toasters tells a joke: “Why are

invisible accountants bad at sex?” The others, in disbelief, respond in sequence: “Are

they??” The music here is much heavier and darker, casting a foreboding presence of

the inevitable volcanic eruption. Two baritone saxophones join the tenors in providing

a drone (a first-inversion Bm7 chord, with the root pitch-shifted down approximately a

quarter tone), over which two more tenor saxophones play mulitphonics in a semi-

improvised sixteenth-note swing rhythm, and three trumpets (one pitch shifted up 39

cents, and the other down 27 cents) improvising a dissonant Varèse-like fanfare. 

This section is developed towards the end of the song in the second Fanfare

section. At the end of the A Capella, one of the toasters says: “Any minute this volcano

is gonna be under lava,” and the three de-tuned trumpets enter with similar fanfare

material heard in Fanfare 1, joined by the multiphonic-playing tenor saxophones, and

two hard panned toasters metrically repeating “lava” or “lava.” Instead of a joke, the

dialog here is more pressing as Skyla and Grogan frantically debate what their best

course of action is. This is also the first time the listener gets a sense of what the
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Butter World might be. Growling voices double the saxophones in similar rhythms to

add to the menacing texture, but a highly contrasting component juxtaposes the

aggressive nature and underpins the sadness of the surreal situation and Skyla's

displaced identity. The voice singing “Why can't I stop? I just wasn't my self” is slow,

pensive, and melancholic, as if simultaneously presenting Skyla's mental state and

words he's saying to Grogan.

“The Eye”

In Verse 1, Skyla communicates his pain to Grogan, not just about the

seemingly selfish (and fruitless) task of saving the worm, but also about the selfish

aspect of suicide. 

Figure 10: Back-up vocal FX automation, Verse 1 of “The Eye”
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The only way Skyla can begin to understand the act is by assuming Grogan

couldn't have done it, he must have been taken over by something else, as is evidenced

in the verse's concluding lyrics: “I haven't been myself / I'm sure you weren't either

when...”

The homophony in Verse 1 suggests a forceful and demanding tone. Yet, the

glissing and granulation/reverb in this section render it more unstable and undermine

this notion. Figure 10 shows (from top to bottom) the waveform of one of the verse

back-up vocals, the output gain of the granulator (light blue), the gain on the FX return

channel which has both the granulator and reverb (yellow), and the pitch parameter of

the granulator (green). The yellow gain just takes down the overall volume at the ends

of the vocal phrases so that the effects aren't overbearing. The granulator essentially

acts like a pitch shifter in this scenario. The light blue triangular peaks represent a

pulsing every beat of the granulator's output gain (except at the ends of phrases).

Meanwhile, the pitch was (more or less) glissing up and then back down every two

beats (with different pitch patterns at the ends of phrases). The effect results in either a

reinforcement of the glissing being performed by the back-up vocals (if the pitch-

shifted direction corresponds on that beat), or an obfuscation of it (if the pitch-shifted

direction is opposite on that beat). It's as if the effect has it's own pulsing and agenda

independent of the performed glisses. The effect is subtle, but adds a weird and surreal

element to both verses.

The other production highlight in “The Eye” which emphasizes a surreal

character is in the choruses. The quiet and de-tuned echoes of the pulsing and
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accenting saxophones are like confused after-images of the unbelievable flying butter-

eyes that Skyla and Grogan are seeing in the first chorus; and the instinctual out-of-

body experience that occurs when involved in a traumatic situation (blinding the

butter-eyes with mirrors and hearing the tree-men scream).

“The Egg”

One of the most surreal effects in this piece are the literal representations of

eggs. The quiet chorus of voices saying “Egg!” randomly adds some absurdist humor,

but also creates a bit of a creepy aura at their volume level. This is in addition to the

literal sonic representations of eggs cracking and frying occurring throughout (see

Figure 4 for precise spots). 

But there is also something else at work here which adds to the unreal nature of

the Eggman's lair. The sonic cave texture is comprised of three separate samples of

cave sounds layered together. Then, each one of those was convolved with samples of

eggs frying to create a surreal hybrid sound of an egg cave. These three extra layers

are mixed in, and their levels are automated throughout to occasionally bring out the

oddity of Grogan and Skyla's setting in the Eggman's lair.

“The Shadow”

The interruptions (the Fanfares and the accent interruptions in Verse 2) and

repetitions (the Fanfare sequence, “of the rumored” loop in the Bridge) add a bit to the

absurdity and denial of phrase expectations in this song. And though the hats were
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discussed, they become more prominent with the generally sparse percussion

happening (at least in the verses and pre-chorus). The 'backbeat' (more or less) took on

a very dark but odd sound made from timpani and piano samples.

We discussed convolving the piano and timpani but the attack of the piano was

too prominent in the resulting sound. Our solution was to edit out the attack of the

piano samples, and to layer it back in with the timpani samples. With some EQing on

the piano (mostly cutting frequencies below 150Hz and emphasizing the 6000Hz

range of the piano) and multiband compressing on the timpani (with a crossover

around 930Hz for two bands, the lower of which compressed with a slow

attack/release, and the higher of which expanded with a very quick attack/release) we

were able to create a drum that sounded like an alien metallic timpani. Although its

function is to be the backbeat in the verses and choruses, it is not consistent on beats

two and four, it is more sparse than that to add to the oddity of the sound supporting

the oddity of the memory being recounted. It is also in “The Egg,” which two

memories are recounted with surreal elements in them (aliens and underground

monks). The underground monks make a re-appearance in this memory, among a host

of other supernatural elements. It's as if even before Skyla ran into dead-Grogan, the

world in which they lived was dream-like (this is in addition to the existence of the

giant worm and Butter World), rendering, perhaps, the weirdest part of the story to

actually be Skyla genuinely shocked to run into Grogan on the dock. His reaction,

viewed form this lens, comes to represent a general stage of grief.
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“The Worm”

This song allows the most space without lyrics (or with repeating lyrics) to

occur. The song aims to paint a mood and feeling rather than convey much narrative

action. 

One of these sections is the wordless Vocal Interlude. The counterpoint

between the different parts, the classical-style of singing from the soprano and

baritone, and reverb create a quasi-regal tone to the section. As with “The Eye,” the

reverb is pitch-shifted, but here, always at a constant perfect fourth higher. The reverb

then is ducked to the signal it is reverberating, so that it jumps out of the texture when

the performed material is less busy. The fourth higher almost gives a surreal organ-like

quality to the whole section, and hence the kind of majesterial feeling of this passage.

Of course, the stylistically disjointed parts throw the whole section into a confusion,

but their thematic, harmonic and rhythmic interactions gel the Vocal Interlude into a

section which allows the listener to grasp the weirdness of the worm's space.

The pitch shifted reverb effect also happens in Coda 2 on the FM tines synth

sound. It is not actually reverb, but two different Eq'd (steep high-pass filter at 270 Hz)

performances of the same harmonic accompaniment, one of which is de-tuned

approximately 40 cents flat (panned towards the right), and another de-tuned

approximately 40 cents higher (panned towards the left), then mixed low so as to act

like a reverb. This blurs the harmonies a bit and makes them more dissonant as if

reality is encroaching, and the whole dream is ending.

The last example I want to discuss is the treatment of the worm's voice. There
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are three voices which sing harmonies (the notes in the bass clef of Figure 11 shown

below). Each voice was processed through a vocoder, pitch shifting the vocals an

octave (down for the lower two voices, and up for the highest voice) and then shifting

the formants differently (Voice 1's (marked 'V1' in Figure 11) formants were shifted up

two semitones, Voice 2's formants were shifted eight semitones higher, and Voice 3's

were shifted nine semitones lower). The resultant voices were then distorted. The

original vocals un-processed through extreme effects are brought in subtly at

consonants to help the clarity of the diction of the whole passage. Figure 11 shows the

pitches sung (bass clef) and other pitches present (treble clef):

Figure 11: Construction of the worm's voice, “The Worm”

 

In addition to the voices, the idea was for the worm to have a grand and noisy

kind of voice with layers of saxophones 'freaking out' under the harmonies it sings. So,

there are four layers of noisy and frenetic saxophone improvisation which are

saturated. Then an EQ was applied significantly lowering the gain at all ranges except

for one bell filter (at a pretty steep 48dB/octave roll-off and a relatively wide Q of

about 0.8) whose approximate center frequency was automated and corresponded to
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the contour levels outlined by the voices shown in Figure 11: 0 (! 1000 Hz), 1 (! 2000

Hz), 2 (! 4000 Hz), and 3 (! 7250 Hz). A bit of the dry saxophones were subtly mixed

in as well. 



Conclusion

The compositional process for The Worm wound up being divided into

different stages (more or less): composition, recording, mixing/production. Of course,

there was overlap. At times, things were composed in the recording studio (for

instance, the verse melody for “The Shadow”), or things were composed during the

production phase (basically all of “The Egg”). There was also the task of editing

fragments from several takes of the saxophone solos from the Outro of “The Toast”

and the two heard in “The Worm,” and 'composing' them after they were recorded.

Often, Drew (the saxophonist) had little to no context of how the material he

was recording was going to wind up sounding (in fact, at times, I had little idea as

well). For some of the material, I had basic scratch tracks of the rhythm sections (for

“The Toast” and “The Worm”), but otherwise, he was recording blindly. I think this

tends to emphasize the 'object' nature of given material from a performative

standpoint. The material objects, then, can feel and sound assembled. I think for the

nature of the narrative, this was a preferred kind of sound. As opposed to a completely

live feeling, this method readily could enhance the surreality and dream-like nature of

the text and concept. Random bits of musical objects floating around, colliding,

intersecting, repelling and attracting; wholly unaware of one another and how their

very existence is to fit perfectly with other musical objects. Of course, the album has a

flow, and each song has its own flow to it, but not without many assembled layers of

performed 'objects.'  

The approach to mixing was done rather pragmatically knowing that people

44
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will listen to this in a multitude of ways, so we listened to the mixes on a variety of

sound systems including: laptop speakers, open headphones, closed headphones, car

stereo, various living room stereos, and home studio monitors in a treated room. 

The styles presented in The Worm are eclectic, but tend to act as vehicles for

the over-arching concept rather than to draw attention to themselves as styles and how

they are treated (though of course, to some extent or another, that will depend on the

listener as well). Themes such as identity (and its displacement through an act like

suicide), nostalgia (and its relationship to grief), and surreality (the dark, the absurd,

and the humorous types) shine through specific styles which capture some aspect of

the concept or theme being expressed.

In terms of the form of the entire album, The Worm can be felt in two similar

parts as seen in Figure 12: 

“The Dock” “The Toast”  “The Eye” 

           “The Egg”          “The Shadow”          “The Worm”

         (dialog piece)            (absurd episode)   (melancholic episode)

Figure 12: Potential form for The Worm

Figure 12 pairs the first track with the fourth track, the second with the fifth,

and the third with the sixth. However, this kind of listening does not necessarily reflect

the felt form of the whole album, nor the narrative. It seems a more accurate reading
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of the experiential form hinges around the disproportionate and lengthy duration of

“The Egg.” With the original idea of a theme repeating over the dialog (yet ignorant of

it (see pages 5-6 in Part 1 of Composing The Worm)), I knew it had to be much longer

than the other songs (which also lends credence to the purgatory-like feeling of the

Eggman's lair). However, it is substantially longer and feels separate from the previous

tracks, and the tracks which follow it. 

Narratively, it makes more sense to pair the two 'moral conundrum' episodes

with the introduction, as what mostly defines the feeling in these is confusion

(especially towards the Butter World). Then “The Egg,” and the conclusion of “The

Shadow” and “The Worm,” as they take place after their purgatory experience, which

to some extent was cathartic, and re-invigorates their will to find the worm.

The Worm ultimately will be released as part of the mayor taco ghost project (it

will be the second album, after the first release of an album entitled Dream Man

released in 2014) in a couple of formats: for digital download, which in addition to the

audio files will include a pdf file containing the six comic strips and some

acknowledgements; and as a CD, with a booklet containing the comic strips and

acknowledgements. The goal is also to shoot a music video for each of the six songs

(currently, only “The Toast” has been shot), as the live pairing of visual to audio

would feed new life into the narrative, and generally help the exposure of the project. I

could also foresee shooting short transitional segments that would show Grogan and

Skyla traveling from adventure to adventure, speaking extra dialog, or interacting with

other characters some more, so that the whole project would become a short movie
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(maybe around an hour). 

In conclusion, The Worm has served me personally in helping with my own

grief, and I hope that it might be able to do the same for others going through it as

well.



APPENDICES

Appendix 1 contains the comic strips for each of the six tracks.

Appendix 2 contains the text and lyrics for each of the six tracks.

Appendix 3 contains lead sheets and longer score excerpts where appropriate for each 

of the six tracks.
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APPENDIX 1: COMIC STRIPS
“The Dock”
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“The Toast”
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“The Eye”
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“The Egg”
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“The Shadow”
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“The Worm”
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APPENDIX 2: LYRICS / TEXT

All titles and section labels are in bold and left-aligned.

Spoken text (other than in “The Dock” and “The Egg”) is italicized.

Lyrics/text in parentheses indicates a different character than Skyla or Grogan.

“The Dock”

First section
SKYLA

Grogan?...Grogan...is that you?

GROGAN
Hey Skyla.

SKYLA
Oh my god! What are you doing here?

GROGAN
I didn't think anyone would find me here.

SKYLA
Grogan, what are you doing here??

GROGAN
Skyla, please just listen -

SKYLA
What are you doing alive?? This can't be happening!

GROGAN
Look, I'm sorry. I didn't think anyone would -

SKYLA
I was at your funeral! I carried your fucking casket! What are you doing here??

GROGAN
Please listen - 
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SKYLA
I just can't believe...you're supposed to be dead! I was there! Your whole family...your
friends. My god, Grogan, I haven't been able to do anything lately. We've all been so…

Grogan!

GROGAN
I know. I'm sorry.

SKYLA
Everyone thinks you've killed yourself.

GROGAN
I did - I mean, I have.

SKYLA
What?

GROGAN
I did, and, maybe you can hear me out –

SKYLA
Everyone thinks you're dead!

GROGAN
I'm sorry.

SKYLA
You're sorry? How could you?..You just fucking desert us like that? And then I just

casually run into you at the dock?

GROGAN
I always liked docks.

SKYLA
Are you dead or aren't you?

GROGAN
I am.

SKYLA
So now what? You just hide here?

GROGAN
Well...
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SKYLA
What makes you think I won't tell anyone else?

GROGAN
Skyla, don't - you don't understand...

SKYLA
You're right - I don't understand what's going on right now...How about coming back?

GROGAN
I can't.

SKYLA
What do you mean? Do you know how much everyone's been hurting? How much we

love you?

GROGAN
Look it's different now...I know that...now...I didn't, but I do now! I know that you do.

SKYLA
If you did then you'd come back -

GROGAN
I can't - it's too late...I already did it. I don't think anyone would...could even -

SKYLA
Look...whatever you did…we just want you back.

Cross-fade
GROGAN 

Why don't you come with me? 

SKYLA
What?

GROGAN
Come with me...you can help me find the worm.

SKYLA
The worm? The – the giant worm?

GROGAN
Yeah.
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SKYLA
What?

GROGAN
Come with me...you can help me find the worm.

SKYLA
The worm? The – the giant worm?

GROGAN
Yeah.

SKYLA
Why are you going there? Why do you need to find it?

GROGAN
Look, the giant worm is dying.

SKYLA
What? No - 

GROGAN
It is. I swear it. And if it dies, the portal dies along with it.

SKYLA
What portal? To the butter world?

GROGAN
Yeah.

Second Section 
SKYLA

So what? How do you even know that?

GROGAN
I've never been so sure of anything. And you can come with me!

SKYLA
Come with you? Are you crazy?

GROGAN
No...I don't think I am. I don't think I am anymore.
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SKYLA
How do you even know where to find it?

GROGAN
Skyla, look: I finally know what I have to do...for the first time ever - I have to save

the giant worm. It's already all in motion -

SKYLA
Grogan, please...listen to yourself...just come back.

GROGAN
You can join me or not, but I'm going either way.

SKYLA
Please don't do this, please don't make me choose. Of course I want to go with you!

But I can't-

GROGAN
Then all you have to do is stop talking and follow me.

SKYLA
We'll come back?

GROGAN
We're going to find the worm, and we're going to save it.

SKYLA
And then?

“The Toast”

Introduction

First Verse
A volcano - 
no way in!

A contortionist
with a thousand arms.
She said, "want a lift?"

And i just wasn't myself,
I've never seen anyone turn into a helicopter.

  A volcano - 
a way in!
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Fanfare 1
Why are invisible accountants bad at sex?
Are they? Are they? Are they? Are they?

Verse 2
A few lava-weary freaks toasting uncontrollably,
telling invisible accountant jokes reproachably,

toasting but they're acting so damn radioactively,
shafted like a chance smackdabbingly

"you mean i'm radioactive?"
Chorus

But they don't they don't know it!
(We'll toast to that:

Ai chicharron! Ai chicharron-rron!)
They're scared, confused, and sexy!

(We'll toast to that:
Ai chicharron! Ai chicharron-rron!)

They toast so dubiously!
(We'll toast to that:

Ai chicharron! Ai chicharron-rron!)
Maybe they know the worm?

A Capella
The toast with the most sets the lava ghost off, 

and here we go!

(Any minute this volcano will be under lava...lava...lava....lava...la-va...)

Fanfare 2
GROGAN

Maybe if we help them we can find the worm?

Why can't I stop?

SKYLA
But won't they die in the butter-world if we save them here?

GROGAN
Uhhh....Well, what if we can cure their radioactivity and distract them from death?

That way they'll survive over there...

SKYLA
But they'll be radioactive.
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I just wasn't myself.

GROGAN
Hope is the antidote, Skyla...distract them from death.

SKYLA
With this death-distraction dance.

“The Eye”

Verse 1
You know I don't see the point - 

you die so I can come, too?
You die so you can save the worm?

What about me?
I haven't been myself.

I'm sure you weren't either when...
Chorus 1

I don't know what I saw but I saw a bunch of flying eyes!
- With my eye -

I don't know what I saw but the eyes all had wings!
- With my eye -

i don't know what i saw but i saw a bunch of butter-flies
- Butter-eyes -

I don't know what I saw!
Interlude
Verse 2

Some trees just turned into men.
They're men with black, black eyes and

they say they've seen everything -
even the worm.

("We're slaves can you set us free?
You must destroy the butter-eyes.")

"Won't you die eternally?"
("Yes but we'll have chosen it.")

Chorus 2
I don't know what I saw but it's eternal slavery or free suffering!
I don't know what I saw but we grabbed our magic mirror fast!
I don't know what I saw but blinding light and dropping eyes!

I don't know what i saw but the butter-eyes closing!
I don't know because I haven't been myself.

I don't know what I saw but the tree men started to scream!
I don't know because I haven't been myself.

I don't know but I know those screams aren't imagined!
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“The Egg”
SKYLA

What is this place?

GROGAN
I'm not sure.

SKYLA
Grogan, look!

GROGAN
Who are you? We're looking for the worm.

SKYLA
You have eggs for eyes. What are you - ? What are you doing with that rope?

GROGAN
I'm feeling…I'm feeling…

SKYLA
Grogan…I can't move

GROGAN
Eggman…stop…please stop.

SKYLA
He's tying…our heads. 

GROGAN / SKYLA
The eggman plays and nurtures. He bathes and devours. The eggman won't stop. The

eggman won't stop.

SKYLA
This feels…

GROGAN
Forever?

SKYLA
Is he older than the worm?

GROGAN
I don't know, but look at all the others spinning – tied up. There must be millions!
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SKYLA
Why?

GROGAN
They could barely breathe…We could barely breathe when we got here. He'd perch on

the egg-wire, electric-red from the rust, and wait endlessly to spin searchers.

SKYLA
All it took was his hand...a little nudge, and here we go. Mark of an eggman.

GROGAN
Mark of a god.

SKYLA
I keep thinking we really messed up. We killed those butter-eyes… and then the river

people…those screams.

GROGAN
I'm sure in the Butter World, it evens out.

SKYLA
But you saw what happened.

GROGAN
I did saw it.

SKYLA
We didn't free them - we sentenced them to eternal torture - and killed all those…you

saw the eyes, they just started closing and falling…

GROGAN
It's what they wanted - they had seen everything - they would rather suffer than to - 

SKYLA
To die eternally? They couldn't have seen the worm.

GROGAN
I dunno.

SKYLA
Based on what? 

GROGAN
I don't know anymore.
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SKYLA
If there are consequences in the other world, Grogan…we just don't know what they

are.

GROGAN
And here we are, then.

SKYLA
Here we are.

SKYLA
You're tensing up.

GROGAN
Am I?

GROGAN
I think I've made a terrible mistake.

GROGAN
What if nothing good happened over there when I killed myself over here?

SKYLA
That's what you were banking on?..Why'd you really do it then?

GROGAN
For the worm – 

SKYLA
Come on.

GROGAN
I don't know. I felt like I was trapped in this burning building…like I was on the

highest story about to burn alive. The longer I kept hiding from it, Skyla, the bigger
the fire.

SKYLA
I knew you were in pain, but I didn't know you were in trouble, Grogan –

GROGAN
I know. After a while I noticed this closed window. No…I mean, it was closed. And

then it opened. I don't even remember how. It just happened. At some point I just
noticed it was open, and once I saw that, I realized I could jump, and that I didn't have

to burn alive. 
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SKYLA
Through the window?

GROGAN
You would've done the same thing.

SKYLA
I don't know.

GROGAN
Yeah you do. You've told me. You used to be there.

SKYLA
But that window never opened for me.

GROGAN
You remember that shrub at the party?

SKYLA
The one we hid behind?

GROGAN
Why were we even hiding?

SKYLA
Because we couldn't find a tree to hide behind.

GROGAN
I mean, why were we hiding at all?

SKYLA
You don't remember?

GROGAN
I can't.

SKYLA
It was a sleep over. There were those little flashlights.

GROGAN
Oh yeah. Wait, why did we have the flashlights?

SKYLA
They were party favors.
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GROGAN
Mm…

SKYLA
And a few of the boys danced around.

GROGAN
They were naked weren't they?

SKYLA
Yeah, they were dancing around naked. Sometimes I feel like they were only doing it

because of the flashlights everyone else was shining.

GROGAN
Really?

SKYLA
Maybe…I don't know. We were 11. It was dark.

GROGAN
So why were we hiding then?

SKYLA
Well you remember Martel, right?

GROGAN
Of course I do.

SKYLA
He was one of the dancers – 

GROGAN
– we thought the aliens would come!

SKYLA
We thought the aliens would come. We thought that for sure they would come that
night. We thought that it would be funny to take his clothes and throw them outside

while he was dancing. And we thought it would be funny if the aliens saw his clothes,
and take them to space. 

GROGAN
That is funny.
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SKYLA
So while Martel was dancing naked with the flashlights on him, we threw his clothes

outside. I think he noticed and was not happy. 

GROGAN
But he did have a penchant for being naked.

SKYLA
The aliens didn't come though.

GROGAN
They didn't?

SKYLA
No, that's why the joke couldn't be played out…Martel got mad, we hid and the rest is

history.

GROGAN
How can you even hide behind a shrub? It's so...nostalgic.

SKYLA
Which gives you up right away right? It's like the Eggman's hiding waiting for us, and

others like us.

GROGAN
Why would he? I don't think anyone would come if he hid – would they? He doesn't

do the waiting game…It's us.

(the following takes place in the Butter World)

GROGAN
People come to the Eggman...spend time there…make it their home.

SKYLA
How could anyone live in a place like that?

GROGAN
It's a matter of fact.

SKYLA
What is?
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GROGAN
The fact is it's tough to find the Eggman…if you leave, you'll probably never find it

again.

SKYLA
Why do you think the Eggman has so many hills?

GROGAN
So many hills and we can't even run on them.

SKYLA
Has anyone?

GROGAN
I don't want this anymore.

SKYLA
C'mon…keep spinning.

GROGAN
I can't see anything.

SKYLA
Don't worry…echoes can tell you a lot about a place.

GROGAN
But there aren't any at the Eggman. I can't even hear my thoughts.

SKYLA
What's the last thing you remember hearing?

GROGAN
I can remember it vividly…my teeth. My teeth were all falling out...like, crumbling.

And they made this sickening sound as they shattered.

SKYLA
In your dream last night?

GROGAN
Yeah.

SKYLA
It's because you don't eat enough.
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GROGAN
I do.

SKYLA
You don't. You invented food, and you never even ate.

GROGAN
Because you gave me that gift.

SKYLA
And you took it to the grave, and I hate you.

(the following takes place back in the original world)

GROGAN
Well we're still spinning and where is it getting us?

SKYLA
Closer to the worm. 

GROGAN
I doubt that.

SKYLA
You can't let up now. We're so close.

GROGAN
I don't feel it. I especially don't feel it from him.

SKYLA
The Eggman? 

GROGAN
Think about how long he's done this. How long he's had to carry all this...and for

what? To spin the searchers? Most of them stay lost. Most of them die right here and
never find anything...but he keeps doing it.

SKYLA
You know, before you did it, I always felt like you carried it for a very long time. I

hate saying this, but, I admired you for making it even that far.

GROGAN
I couldn't do it anymore.
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SKYLA
But you have to right now, because you pulled me here, Grogan.

GROGAN
You carry it for so long that after some time you just think its you – not even that it's a
part of you – but you. You as the sickness. That you without it barely exists. It's like as

if I used to know who I was...and you know how bad my memory got from the
treatment. I just can't remember what it was like before all this - before the fire.

SKYLA
So the fire blinded you and you jumped?

GROGAN
No. The guy hiding from the fire – the one I used to be – I forgot who that was - that

he was even there. No I was the building. I was the building and I was burning
anyway.

SKYLA
I'm not sure what to say. Your presence meant everything to me - and then you took it

all away.

GROGAN
Not the food.

SKYLA
That's true, you gave the gift of food.

GROGAN
You gave me that gift.

SKYLA
And you took it to the grave, and I love you.

(the following takes place in the Butter Universe)

GROGAN
You remember that bench?

SKYLA
The one in Antietam?

GROGAN
How can I forget?
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SKYLA
What was right by it?

GROGAN
That bridge.

SKYLA
Right! We crossed it for some reason to hide behind that bench.

GROGAN
You don't remember? Martel decided to go for a streak.

SKYLA
Right out in public - and we hid his clothes.

GROGAN
Well...we put them underground so that the underground monks could take them. We

thought it'd be funny.

SKYLA
That is funny.

GROGAN
But they never did. Martel saw us so we ran across the bridge and hid behind the

bench for days.

SKYLA
Wow. Bridges are really preternatural aren't they?

GROGAN
What? That doesn't even make sense.

SKYLA
Really? What does preternatural mean?

GROGAN
It means really big.

SKYLA
Oh...Bigger than the Eggman?

GROGAN
Probably not?
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SKYLA
So you just cross a bridge and then you're at the Eggman?

GROGAN
That's what we did, isn't it?

SKYLA
I don't really remember.

SKYLA
The Eggman's cold.

GROGAN
It's vast, too. Much bigger than you think.

SKYLA
How big do you think I think it is?

GROGAN
Not big enough. I only say that because we've been spinning for so long and it's hard

to imagine.

SKYLA
Up on the hills or down in between...everywhere you look in the Eggman - just

spinning - but stuck.

GROGAN
Disgusting. Trying to conceive of things beyond when we can't even help ourselves.

Disgusting and weak.

SKYLA
Maybe it's all we have.

GROGAN
Maybe we're weak.

SKYLA
You think there's nothing beyond the Eggman.

GROGAN
No. I think we spin, and there's also nothing right here - nothingness. Beyond

that...only the worm.
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SKYLA
If that were true how could we be here?

SKYLA
You didn't say anything. You just killed yourself. You just did it.

GROGAN
Seemed like the better option.

SKYLA
Than telling me? Being burned alive you mean?

GROGAN
I just couldn't tell you; it was my fault - the burning - it was my fault. 

SKYLA
I'm sure there was guilt but -

GROGAN
No, but not in the way you mean. Not in the way that I felt guilty that I'm depressed or
anything like that. The burning was my fault. All I had to do was learn how to stomach

it.

SKYLA
You're better than that…you shouldn't have to stomach that. 

GROGAN
I carried it for so long. It hurt so much. I wanted to do it for so long.

SKYLA
You stopped talking to me…You just stopped.

GROGAN
I needed to do it myself. I wanted to be stronger before I saw you, before I saw

anyone. I hope you know I wanted to do that - for my family, and for you. And then I
stopped with the treatment. If I hadn't, then it wasn't me; then I would be weak.

SKYLA
That's just not true.

GROGAN
And I didn't want to be weak. I saw how everyone around me was weak - no different

than me - wasting their lives, living in emptiness… except it didn't seem to bother
them. and I started to judge them. I was judging…this…weakness…this disgusting
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weakness I see in everyone. It's like a plague. And I thought, I can do it. I can hide it,
too. But the more I tried to hide it, the more I judged. I hated everyone and it burned.

The more I judged, the more it burned. So there I am, on the highest story burning
alive.

SKYLA
So what were you?

GROGAN
The only thing that was me after a while was the fire.

SKYLA
That's not true, because then it can't hurt.

GROGAN
Yes it can.

(the following takes place back in the original world)

SKYLA
It feels like years since we started. 

GROGAN
He just keeps watching us. I feel…I'm feeling...

SKYLA
Come on. Not even in my wildest dreams did I think we'd get this far, Grogan.

GROGAN
He must dream all the time - and this must be it...Hey we stopped spinning. Hold me.

“The Shadow”

Introduction
First Verse

Oh no! Oh no!
Remember how we meant to get tuxedoed?

Remember how I looked up what that meant?
But my finger slipped right to the next word - oh no! oh no!:

tuxedo-deviled?
Remember how we called up? And satan picked up?

Remember how we flew into the dinner party from hell?
Oh well, oh well.
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Pre-Chorus
And we still build this hill

as silhouettes behind the scrim,
as the rill porcupine still wills it,

as our will for the worm still fills us.
And that shadow behind you,
that got you before you saw - 

and it's ripped me in two.
Chorus

You're with me, you're with me, you're with me there.
But I'm alone, I'm alone, behind this scrim.

Verse 2
Oh no! Oh no!

Remember that rude man at that dinner?
And how he fell asleep right at the table?

Remember that crazy heavy centerpiece made of – oh no! Oh no! – 
honeymelon metal?

Remember how it fell through the table?
And remember how it landed right in that lair of monks?

Pre-Chorus
And we still build this hill

as silhouettes behind the scrim,
as the rill porcupine still wills it,

as our will for the worm still fills us.
And that shadow behind you,
that got you before you saw - 

and it's ripped me in two.
Chorus

You're with me, you're with me, you're with me there.
But I'm alone, I'm alone, behind this scrim.

Bridge
The monks cut the honeymelon in ritual,

and the pieces rose up on the up and up and transformed
into fourteen of the rumored eighteen god's heads:

Narration
NARRATOR

Jim was the first talker:

JIM
As one of the gods, you will cease and desist.

NARRATOR
Jim-God, clearly a different kind of god, in a distinguished voice, indistinguishable

from all the other gods said:
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JIM-GOD
After all, we don't want to head into dark times, do we?

NARRATOR
Jim-God B, who said Dewey, said:

JIM-GOD B
Who said Dewey?

NARRATOR
Dewey-God 3 replied:

DEWEY-GOD 3
We'll wait here until morning if we have to.

ANOTHER GOD
Do we have to?

NARRATOR
 Asked another god. Jim-Bob-Doo, somewhat clearly the leader of some of the gods,
nearly leader of all the gods,and perhaps, the leader of many gods, was not present.

Chorus
You're with me, you're with me, you're with me there.

But I'm alone, I'm alone, behind this scrim.
I'm alone, I'm alone, I'm alone, I'm alone.

“The Worm”

Introduction

First Verse
Step across the chasm, but tread lightly.

The worm's right there cuz you can feel it's slowness.

Vocal Interlude
Look across and there are two more like us.

The only difference is that they seem saddened.

Saxophone Solo
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Bridge
And the worm said:

(I want to die.)

And the worm said:
(Why did you?)

But i didn't –
(But i did) –

I di...

(But you did.)
Coda 1

Didn't ever find the soul right?
Living in the worm's head every night?

Coda Interlude
And now we have to go,

and I won't see you again.
Maybe we never did,

maybe I'm not myself.
Coda 2

Didn't ever find the soul right?
Living in the worm's head every night?
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APPENDIX 3: SCORES / LEAD SHEETS
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